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Train your dog to find
wounded game!

A less-than-perfect shot?
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The Dog Bone™
Game Recovery System...
No blood trail?
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... gives you everything you need to successfully train virtually any dog
(any age) to track and find wounded game. Should you ever not be able to
locate an animal you’ve shot, your dog will be able to trail that animal and
help you recover it before it spoils or coyotes get to it first!

Developed by Jeremy Moore, professional
dog trainer who specializes in training dogs
to find deer and deer sheds!
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Train your dog to track wounded game!

The Dog Bone™ Game Recovery
System gives you everything
you need to train your dog to
find wounded game

Drag Line - 10 feet of durable
line with which you drag the
deer hide

RealHide™ Deer Hide Drag an actual piece of real
deer hide that you’ll use
to put down a trail for your
dog to follow

Drag Clip - specially designed
clip to attach the deer hide drag
to the drag line; also used when
doing “liver drags” as a part
of training

Training Manual - a complete,
easy-to-follow guide, written by
renowned dog trainer Jeremy Moore,
that will give you everything you'll
need to know to train your dog to find
wounded game using the Dog Bone
Game Recovery Kit

BloodTrail™ Training Scent (2 oz.) a liquid blood trailing scent that’s made
from real deer blood and which you use
to mimic a blood trail; comes in a
2 oz.dripper bottle

Training Leash - (sold separately and not pictured)
specifically designed for tracking in heavy cover by utilizing
a rigid, tangle resistant design that maximizes dog control
during the tracking process

Dog Bone
8614 Van Dornick Road
Pulaski, WI 54162
920.615.5788
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www.DogBoneHunter.com
Check your state regulations before using dog to recover game.

Train your dog to track wounded game!

